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half of the book discusses treatment options.
The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat Dario Krpan 2017-07-13 In The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat,

Phantoms in the Brain V. S. Ramachandran 2005 Using a series of case studies, 'Phantoms in the brain' introduces a

neurologist Oliver Sacks looked at the cutting-edge work taking place in his field, and decided that much of it was

strange and unexplored mental world. Ramachandran, through his research into brain damage, has discovered that

not fit for purpose. Sacks found it hard to understand why most doctors adopted a mechanical and impersonal

the brain can react in strange ways to major physical changes.

approach to their patients, and opened his mind to new ways to treat people with neurological disorders. He

Hallucinations Oliver Sacks 2012-11-08 Have you ever seen something that wasn't really there? Heard someone

explored the question of deciding what such new ways might be by deploying his formidable creative thinking

call your name in an empty house? Sensed someone following you and turned around to find nothing?

skills. Sacks felt the issues at the heart of patient care needed redefining, because the way they were being dealt

Hallucinations don't belong wholly to the insane. Much more commonly, they are linked to sensory deprivation,

with hurt not only patients, but practitioners too. They limited a physician's capacity to understand and then treat

intoxication, illness, or injury. In some conditions, hallucinations can lead to religious epiphanies or even the

a patient's condition. To highlight the issue, Sacks wrote the stories of 24 patients and their neurological clinical

feeling of leaving one's own body. Humans have always sought such life-changing visions, and for thousands of

conditions. In the process, he rebelled against traditional methodology by focusing on his patients' subjective

years have used hallucinogenic compounds to achieve them. In Hallucinations, with his usual elegance, curiosity,

experiences. Sacks did not only write about his patients in original ways - he attempt to come up with creative

and compassion, Dr Oliver Sacks weaves together stories of his patients and of his own mind-altering experiences

ways of treating them as well. At root, his method was to try to help each person individually, with the core aim

to illuminate what hallucinations tell us about the organization and structure of our brains, how they have

of finding meaning and a sense of identity despite, or even thanks to, the patients' condition. Sacks thus redefined

influenced every culture's folklore and art, and why the potential for hallucination is present in us all, a vital part

the issue of neurological work in a new way, and his ideas were so influential that they heralded the arrival of a

of the human condition.

broader movement - narrative medicine - that placed stronger emphasis on listening to and incorporating patients'

The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat Oliver Sacks 2021-09-14 In his most extraordinary book, the bestselling

experiences and insights into their care.

author of Awakenings and "poet laureate of medicine” (The New York Times) recounts the case histories of

The Mind's Eye Oliver Sacks 2011-06-16 How does the brain perceive and interpret information from the eye?

patients inhabiting the compelling world of neurological disorders, from those who are no longer able to recognize

And what happens when the process is disrupted? In The Mind’s Eye, Oliver Sacks tells the stories of people who

common objects to those who gain extraordinary new skills. Featuring a new preface, Oliver Sacks’s The Man

are able to navigate the world and communicate with others despite losing what many of us consider indispensable

Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat tells the stories of individuals afflicted with perceptual and intellectual disorders:

senses and abilities: the capacity to recognize faces, the sense of three-dimensional space, the ability to read, the

patients who have lost their memories and with them the greater part of their pasts; who are no longer able to

sense of sight. For all of these people, the challenge is to adapt to a radically new way of being in the world – and

recognize people and common objects; whose limbs seem alien to them; who lack some skills yet are gifted with

The Mind’s Eye is testament to the myriad ways that we, as humans, are capable of rising to this challenge. ‘Oliver

uncanny artistic or mathematical talents. In Dr. Sacks’s splendid and sympathetic telling, his patients are deeply

Sacks is a perfect antidote to the anaesthetic of familiarity. His writing turns brains and minds transparent’ –

human and his tales are studies of struggles against incredible adversity. A great healer, Sacks never loses sight of

Observer

medicine’s ultimate responsibility: “the suffering, afflicted, fighting human subject.”

Practical Neurology Biller 2012 This book is a practical, concise alternative to existing neurology textbooks. The

Oaxaca Journal Oliver Sacks 2012-07-05 Oliver Sacks, the bestselling author of Awakenings and The Man Who

outline format and standard chapter template offers the reader immediate, comprehensive information. The author

Mistook His Wife for a Hat, is most famous for his studies of the human mind: insightful and beautifully

is a well-respected educator who has a talent for making neurologic information accessible and understandable.

characterized portraits of those experiencing complex neurological conditions. However, he has another scientific

Significant changes have been made to the therapeutics/management portion of the book as well as specific

passion: the fern . . . Since childhood Oliver has been fascinated by the ability of these primitive plants to survive

diagnosis-related chapters have been updated. More tables and figures allow the reader to find the information

and adapt in many climates. Oaxaca Journal is the enthralling account of his trip, alongside a group of fellow fern

quickly. This book sits between a handbook and a textbook and distinguishes itself in its presentation of material in

enthusiasts, to the beautiful province of Oaxaca, Mexico. Bringing together Oliver’s endless curiosity about natural

a problem-oriented format: 35 chapters discuss how to approach the patient with a variety of disorders; the second

history and the richness of human culture with his sharp eye for detail, this book is a captivating evocation of a
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place, its plants, its people, and its myriad wonders. ‘Light and fast-moving, unburdened by library research but

No writer has succeeded in capturing the medical and human drama of illness as honestly and as eloquently as

filled with erudition’ – New Yorker

Oliver Sacks. During the last few months of his life, he wrote a set of essays in which he movingly explored his

Migraine Oliver Sacks 2013-05-29 The many manifestations of migraine can vary dramatically from one patient to

feelings about completing a life and coming to terms with his own death. “It is the fate of every human being,”

another, even within the same patient at different times. Among the most compelling and perplexing of these

Sacks writes, “to be a unique individual, to find his own path, to live his own life, to die his own death.” Together,

symptoms are the strange visual hallucinations and distortions of space, time, and body image which migraineurs

these four essays form an ode to the uniqueness of each human being and to gratitude for the gift of life. “Oliver

sometimes experience. Portrayals of these uncanny states have found their way into many works of art, from the

Sacks was like no other clinician, or writer. He was drawn to the homes of the sick, the institutions of the most

heavenly visions of Hildegard von Bingen to Alice in Wonderland. Dr. Oliver Sacks argues that migraine cannot

frail and disabled, the company of the unusual and the ‘abnormal.’ He wanted to see humanity in its many variants

be understood simply as an illness, but must be viewed as a complex condition with a unique role to play in each

and to do so in his own, almost anachronistic way—face to face, over time, away from our burgeoning apparatus of

individual's life.

computers and algorithms. And, through his writing, he showed us what he saw.” —Atul Gawande, author of

An Analysis of Oliver Sacks's The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat and Other Clinical Tales Dario Krpan

Being Mortal

2017-07-05 In The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat, neurologist Oliver Sacks looked at the cutting-edge work

The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat and Other Clinical Tales Study Guide Bookrags Com 2013-10 The Man

taking place in his field, and decided that much of it was not fit for purpose. Sacks found it hard to understand why

Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat and Other Clinical Tales Study Guide contains a comprehensive summary and

most doctors adopted a mechanical and impersonal approach to their patients, and opened his mind to new ways to

analysis of The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat and Other Clinical Tales by Oliver Sacks. It includes a

treat people with neurological disorders. He explored the question of deciding what such new ways might be by

detailed Plot Summary, Chapter Summaries & Analysis, Character Descriptions, Objects/Places, Themes, Styles,

deploying his formidable creative thinking skills. Sacks felt the issues at the heart of patient care needed

Quotes, and Topics for Discussion on The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat and Other Clinical Tales.

redefining, because the way they were being dealt with hurt not only patients, but practitioners too. They limited

The Man Who Mistook His Wife For A Hat: And Other Clinical Tales Oliver Sacks 1998 Presents a series of stories

a physician’s capacity to understand and then treat a patient’s condition. To highlight the issue, Sacks wrote the

about men and women who, representing both medical and literary oddities, raise fundamental questions about the

stories of 24 patients and their neurological clinical conditions. In the process, he rebelled against traditional

nature of reality

methodology by focusing on his patients’ subjective experiences. Sacks did not only write about his patients in

On the Move Oliver Sacks 2015-05-01 When Oliver Sacks was twelve years old, a perceptive schoolmaster wrote

original ways – he attempt to come up with creative ways of treating them as well. At root, his method was to try

in his report: 'Sacks will go far, if he does not go too far'. It is now abundantly clear that Sacks has never stopped

to help each person individually, with the core aim of finding meaning and a sense of identity despite, or even

going . . . From its opening pages on his youthful obsession with motorcycles and speed, On the Move is infused

thanks to, the patients’ condition. Sacks thus redefined the issue of neurological work in a new way, and his ideas

with his restless energy. As he recounts his experiences as a young neurologist in the early 1960s, first in

were so influential that they heralded the arrival of a broader movement – narrative medicine – that placed

California and then in New York, where he discovered a long-forgotten illness in the back wards of a chronic

stronger emphasis on listening to and incorporating patients’ experiences and insights into their care.

hospital, as well as with a group of patients who would define his life, it becomes clear that Sacks's earnest desire

The Man Who Mistook His Job for His Life Naomi Shragai 2021-08-26 A revolutionary approach to understanding

for engagement has occasioned unexpected encounters and travels – sending him through bars and alleys, over

the emotional dynamics within our working lives. 'Nobody understands the everyday madness of working life

oceans, and across continents. With unbridled honesty and humour, Sacks shows us that the same energy that

better than Naomi Shragai. This book should be read by everyone who ventures anywhere near an office' - Lucy

drives his physical passions –bodybuilding, weightlifting, and swimming – also drives his cerebral passions. He

Kellaway You probably don't realise this, but every working day you replay and re-enact conflicts, dynamics and

writes about his love affairs, both romantic and intellectual, his guilt over leaving his family to come to America,

relationships from your past. Whether it's confusing an authority figure with a parent; avoiding conflict because of

his bond with his schizophrenic brother, and the writers and scientists – Thom Gunn, A. R. Luria, W. H. Auden,

past squabbles with siblings; or suffering from imposter syndrome because of the way your family responded to

Gerald M. Edelman, Francis Crick – who influenced him. On the Move is the story of a brilliantly unconventional

success, when it comes to work we are all trapped in our own upbringings and the patterns of behaviour we

physician and writer – and of the man who has illuminated the many ways that the brain makes us human.

learned while growing up. Many of us spend eighteen formative years or more living with family and building

The River of Consciousness Oliver Sacks 2017-10-19 Two weeks before his death, Oliver Sacks outlined the

our personality; but most of us also spend fifty years - or 90,000 hours - in the workplace. With the pull of the

contents of The River of Consciousness, the last book he would oversee . . . The bestselling author of On the Move,

familial so strong, we unconsciously re-enact our personal past in our professional present - even when it holds us

Musicophilia, and The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat, Sacks is known for his illuminating case histories

back. Through intimate stories, fascinating insights and provocative questions that tackle the issues that cause us

about people living with neurological conditions at the far borderlands of human experience. But his grasp of

most problems - from imposter syndrome and fear of conflict to perfectionism and anxiety - business

science was not restricted to neuroscience or medicine; he was fascinated by the issues, ideas, and questions of all

psychotherapist Naomi Shragai will transform how you think about yourself and your working life. Based on

the sciences. That wide-ranging expertise and passion informs the perspective of this book, in which he

thirty years of expertise and practice, Shragai will show you that what is holding you back is within your gift to

interrogates the nature not only of human experience but of all life. In The River of Consciousness, Dr. Sacks takes

change - and the first step is to realise how you, like the rest of the people you work with, habitually confuse your

on evolution, botany, chemistry, medicine, neuroscience, and the arts, and calls upon his great scientific and

professional present with your personal past.

creative heroes – above all, Darwin, Freud, and William James. For Sacks, these thinkers were constant

Gratitude Oliver Sacks 2015-11-24 “My predominant feeling is one of gratitude. I have loved and been loved. I

companions from an early age; the questions they explored – the meaning of evolution, the roots of creativity, and

have been given much and I have given something in return. Above all, I have been a sentient being, a thinking

the nature of consciousness – lie at the heart of science and of this book. The River of Consciousness demonstrates

animal, on this beautiful planet, and that in itself has been an enormous privilege and adventure.” —Oliver Sacks

Sacks’s unparalleled ability to make unexpected connections, his sheer joy in knowledge, and his unceasing,
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timeless endeavor to understand what makes us human.

The Periodic Kingdom Peter Atkins 2013-12-31 A 'travel guide' to the periodic table, explaining the history,

The Quiet Room Lori Schiller 2008-11-16 Moving, harrowing, and ultimately uplifting, Lori Schiller's memoir is a

geography and the rules of behaviour in this imagined land. The Periodic Kingdom is a journey of imagination in

classic testimony to the ravages of mental illness and the power of perseverance and courage. At seventeen Lori

which Peter Atkins treats the periodic table of elements - the 109 chemical elements in the world, from which

Schiller was the perfect child-the only daughter of an affluent, close-knit family. Six years later she made her first

everything is made - as a country, a periodic kingdom, each region of which corresponds to an element. Arranged

suicide attempt, then wandered the streets of New York City dressed in ragged clothes, tormenting voices crying

much like a travel guide, the book introduces the reader to the general features of the table, the history of the

out in her mind. Lori Schiller had entered the horrifying world of full-blown schizophrenia. She began an ordeal

elements, and the underlying arrangement of the table in terms of the structure and properties of atoms. Atkins

of hospitalizations, halfway houses, relapses, more suicide attempts, and constant, withering despair. But against all

sees elements as finely balanced living personalities, with quirks of character and certain, not always outward,

odds, she survived. In this personal account, she tells how she did it, taking us not only into her own shattered

dispositions, and the kingdom is thus a land of intellectual satisfaction and infinite delight.

world, but drawing on the words of the doctors who treated her and family members who suffered with her.

Medical Ethics: A Very Short Introduction Michael Dunn 2018-11-15 The issue of medical ethics, from thorny

The Man with a Shattered World A. R. Luria 1987-04-30 Luria presents a compelling portrait of a man's heroic

moral questions such as euthanasia and the morality of killing to political questions such as the fair distribution of

struggle to regain his mental faculties. A soldier named Zasetsky, wounded in the head at the battle of Smolensk in

health care resources, is rarely out of today's media. This area of ethics covers a wide range of issues, from mental

1943, found himself unable to recall his recent past or speak, read, or write without difficulty. Woven throughout

health to reproductive medicine, as well as including management issues such as resource allocation, and has

his first-person account are interpolations by Luria himself.

proven to hold enduring interest for the general public as well as the medical practitioner. This Very Short

Narrative and the Self Anthony Paul Kerby 1991-11-22 Examining the constitutive role of language and narration

Introduction provides an invaluable tool with which to think about the ethical values that lie at the heart of

in key areas of human experience, Narrative and the Self articulates a view of the self as the implied subject of

medicine. This new edition explores the ethical reasoning we can use to approach medical ethics, introducing the

narrative utterances. Anthony Paul Kerby draws on the diverse insights of recent work in philosophy, literary

most important 'tools' of ethical reasoning, and discussing how argument, thought experiments, and intuition can

theory, and psychology to synthesize a coherent and provocative view of narrative identity and selfhood. Invoking

be combined in the consideration of medical ethics. Considering its practical application, Tony Hope and Michael

the writings of Benveniste, Ricoeur, Merleau-Ponty, Lacan, Taylor, and other theorists, he argues that language

Dunn explore how medical ethics supports health professionals through the growing use of ethics expertise in

and narration play a central role in key aspects of human experience such as emotion, values, recollection, and

clinical settings. They also contemplate the increasingly important place of medical ethics in the wider social

sense of history. Fundamental to Kerby's exposition is a defense of the quasi-narrative nature of our everyday

context, particularly in this age of globalization, not only in healthcare practice, but also policy, discussions in the

experience. Kerby delineates a convincing narrative model of the self and offers a valuable overview of

media, pressure group and activism settings, and in legal judgments. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short

contemporary philosophical issues surrounding the place and role of narrative in human experience.

Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These

The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat Oliver Sacks 2022-02-17 A million-copy bestseller by the twentieth

pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts,

century's greatest neurologist.

analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.

Musicophilia Oliver Sacks 2018-07-12 With an introduction by neuroscientist Daniel Glaser. With his trademark

The Psychopath Test Jon Ronson 2011-06-03 What if society wasn't fundamentally rational, but was motivated by

compassion and erudition, Dr Oliver Sacks examines the power of music through the individual experiences of

insanity? This thought sets Jon Ronson on an utterly compelling adventure into the world of madness. Along the

patients, musicians, and everyday people. Among them: a surgeon who is struck by lightning and suddenly

way, Jon meets psychopaths, those whose lives have been touched by madness and those whose job it is to

becomes obsessed with Chopin; people with ‘amusia’, to whom a symphony sounds like the clattering of poets and

diagnose it, including the influential psychologist who developed the Psychopath Test, from whom Jon learns the

pans; and a man whose memory spans only seven seconds – for everything but music. Dr Sacks describes how

art of psychopath-spotting. A skill which seemingly reveals that madness could indeed be at the heart of

music can animate people with Parkinson’s disease who cannot otherwise move, give words to stroke patients who

everything . . . Combining Jon Ronson's trademark humour, charm and investigative incision, The Psychopath

cannot otherwise speak, and calm and organize people who are deeply disoriented by Alzheimer’s or

Test is both entertaining and honest, unearthing dangerous truths and asking serious questions about how we

schizophrenia. Musicophilia alters our conception of who we are and how we function, and shows us an essential

define normality in a world where we are increasingly judged by our maddest edges.

part of what it is to be human.

The Man who Mistook His Wife for a Hat and Other Clinical Tales Oliver W. Sacks 2006

The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat Oliver Sacks 2014-12-15 CELEBRATING FIFTY YEARS OF

Casebook in Abnormal Psychology Timothy A. Brown 2010-07-12 Using cases from the authors' files or from case

PICADOR BOOKS If a man has lost a leg or an eye, he knows he has lost a leg or an eye; but if he has lost a self –

files of other working clinicians, CASEBOOK IN ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY, International Edition portrays the

himself – he cannot know it, because he is no longer there to know it. In this extraordinary book, Dr. Oliver Sacks

rich and arresting nature of disorders manifested in real people. Cases illustrate every major DSM-IV category,

recounts the stories of patients struggling to adapt to often bizarre worlds of neurological disorder. Here are people

followed by a therapy outcome section that tells the "rest of the story" of what happened to these clients. Using an

who can no longer recognize everyday objects or those they love; who are stricken with violent tics or shout

integrative approach, the authors emphasize the multiple causes of disorders and incorporate developmental and

involuntary obscenities, and yet are gifted with unusually acute artistic or mathematical talents. If sometimes

cultural issues in each case. Complex cases are presented without a diagnosis, so students can come up with a

beyond our surface comprehension, these brilliant tales illuminate what it means to be human. A provocative

diagnosis on their own. This Fourth Edition includes a new case on body dysmorphic disorder as well as two new

exploration of the mysteries of the human mind, The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat is a million-copy

cases without a diagnosis.

bestseller by the twentieth century's greatest neurologist. Part of the Picador Collection, a new series showcasing

The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat Oliver Sacks 2015-01-01 With an introduction by Will SelfA classic

the best of modern literature.

work of psychology, this international bestseller provides a groundbreaking insight into the human mind.If a man
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has lost a leg or an eye, he knows he has lost a leg or an eye; but if he has lost a self - himself - he cannot know it,

and ‘The Importance of Being Earnest’ to name a couple. He was believed to be a homosexual and met a lot of

because he is no longer there to know it. In this extraordinary book, Dr. Oliver Sacks recounts the stories of

resistance in his life on that account. He died in Paris at the age of 46.

patients struggling to adapt to often bizarre worlds of neurological disorder. Here are people who can no longer

An Anthropologist on Mars Oliver Sacks 2012-11-14 To these seven narratives of neurological disorder Dr. Sacks

recognize everyday objects or those they love; who are stricken with violent tics or shout involuntary obscenities;

brings the same humanity, poetic observation, and infectious sense of wonder that are apparent in his bestsellers

who have been dismissed as autistic or retarded, yet are gifted with uncanny artistic or mathematical talents. If

Awakenings and The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat. These men, women, and one extraordinary child

inconceivably strange, these brilliant tales illuminate what it means to be human. A provocative exploration of the

emerge as brilliantly adaptive personalities, whose conditions have not so much debilitated them as ushered them

mysteries of the human mind, The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat is a million-copy bestseller by the

into another reality.

twentieth century's greatest neurologist.

Seeing Voices Oliver Sacks 2011-06-16 'Seeing Voices is both a history of the deaf and an account of the

A Leg to Stand On Oliver Sacks 2011-06-16 ‘Oliver Sacks is a perfect antidote to the anaesthetic of familiarity. His

development of an extraordinary and expressive language' – Evening Standard Imaginative and insightful, Seeing

writing turns brains and minds transparent’ - Observer When Oliver Sacks, a physician by profession, injured his

Voices by Oliver Sacks offers a way into a world that is, for many people, alien and unfamiliar – for to be

leg while climbing a mountain, he found himself in an unusual position – that of patient. The injury itself was

profoundly deaf is not just to live in a world of silence, but also to live in a world where the visual is paramount.

severe, but straightforward to fix; the psychological effects, however, were far less easy to predict, explain, or

In this remarkable book, Sacks explores the consequences of this, including the different ways in which the deaf

resolve: Sacks experienced paralysis and an inability to perceive his leg as his own, instead seeing it as some kind of

and the hearing impaired learn to categorize their respective worlds – and how they convey and communicate

alien and inanimate object, over which he had no control. A Leg to Stand On is both an account of Sacks’ ordeal and

those experiences to others.

subsequent recovery, and an exploration of the ways in which mind and body are inextricably linked.

Uncle Tungsten Oliver Sacks 2013-12-11 Long before Oliver Sacks became a distinguished neurologist and

Memoirs of Extraordinary Popular Delusions Charles Mackay 1841

bestselling writer, he was a small English boy fascinated by metals–also by chemical reactions (the louder and

The Complete Guide to Ireland's Birds Eric Dempsey 2002 The Complete Guide to Ireland's Birds includes the

smellier the better), photography, squids and cuttlefish, H.G. Wells, and the periodic table. In this endlessly

most up-to-date distribution maps and full descriptions of males, females, immatures, voice, diet and preferred

charming and eloquent memoir, the author of The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat and Awakenings

habitat of over 300 species.

chronicles his love affair with science and the magnificently odd and sometimes harrowing childhood in which

Insomniac City Bill Hayes 2017-02-14 Amazon's Best Biographies and Memoirs of the Year List A moving

that love affair unfolded. In Uncle Tungsten we meet Sacks’ extraordinary family, from his surgeon mother (who

celebration of what Bill Hayes calls "the evanescent, the eavesdropped, the unexpected" of life in New York City,

introduces the fourteen-year-old Oliver to the art of human dissection) and his father, a family doctor who imbues

and an intimate glimpse of his relationship with the late Oliver Sacks. "A beautifully written once-in-a-lifetime

in his son an early enthusiasm for housecalls, to his “Uncle Tungsten,” whose factory produces tungsten-filament

book, about love, about life, soul, and the wonderful loving genius Oliver Sacks, and New York, and laughter and

lightbulbs. We follow the young Oliver as he is exiled at the age of six to a grim, sadistic boarding school to escape

all of creation."--Anne Lamott Bill Hayes came to New York City in 2009 with a one-way ticket and only the

the London Blitz, and later watch as he sets about passionately reliving the exploits of his chemical heroes–in his

vaguest idea of how he would get by. But, at forty-eight years old, having spent decades in San Francisco, he

own home laboratory. Uncle Tungsten is a crystalline view of a brilliant young mind springing to life, a story of

craved change. Grieving over the death of his partner, he quickly discovered the profound consolations of the

growing up which is by turns elegiac, comic, and wistful, full of the electrifying joy of discovery.

city's incessant rhythms, the sight of the Empire State Building against the night sky, and New Yorkers

Everything in Its Place Oliver Sacks 2019-05-02 From the bestselling author of On Gratitude and On the Move. In

themselves, kindred souls that Hayes, a lifelong insomniac, encountered on late-night strolls with his camera. And

this spirited volume, Oliver Sacks examines the many passions of his own life – both as a doctor engaged with the

he unexpectedly fell in love again, with his friend and neighbor, the writer and neurologist Oliver Sacks, whose

central questions of human existence, and as a polymath conversant in all the sciences. Why do humans need

exuberance--"I don't so much fear death as I do wasting life," he tells Hayes early on--is captured in funny and

gardens? How, and when, does a physician tell his patient she has Alzheimer's? What is social media doing to our

touching vignettes throughout. What emerges is a portrait of Sacks at his most personal and endearing, from falling

brains? In several of the compassionate case histories collected here, Sacks considers for the first time the enigmas of

in love for the first time at age seventy-five to facing illness and death (Sacks died of cancer in August 2015).

depression, psychosis, and schizophrenia, and in others he returns to conditions that have long fascinated him:

Insomniac City is both a meditation on grief and a celebration of life. Filled with Hayes's distinctive street photos of

Tourette’s syndrome, ageing, dementia, and hallucinations. In counterpoint to these elegant investigations of what

everyday New Yorkers, the book is a love song to the city and to all who have felt the particular magic and solace

makes us human, this volume also includes pieces that celebrate Sacks’s love of the natural world – and his last

it offers.

meditations on life in the twenty-first century. Everything in Its Place gives us an intimate portrait of a master

The Model Millionaire Oscar Wilde 2021-02-26 "Romance is the privilege of the rich, not the profession of the

writer and thinker at work.

unemployed." Hughie, a charming young man with no money, wants to marry a girl named Laura. But Laura’s

Awakenings Oliver Sacks 2013-05-29 Awakenings--which inspired the major motion picture--is the remarkable

father is concerned with Hughie’s lack of wealth and tells him he can only have his daughter if he comes up with

story of a group of patients who contracted sleeping-sickness during the great epidemic just after World War I.

10,000 pounds. Defeated, Hughie visits his artist friend, who in painting a portrait of a beggar. Meeting the beggar

Frozen for decades in a trance-like state, these men and women were given up as hopeless until 1969, when Dr.

outside, Hughie gives him some money. What he doesn’t know is that the man isn’t a beggar at all but a wealthy

Oliver Sacks gave them the then-new drug L-DOPA, which had an astonishing, explosive, "awakening" effect. Dr.

baron, and Hughie’s generosity might just be the thing to change his life. The Model Millionaire is a charming and

Sacks recounts the moving case histories of his patients, their lives, and the extraordinary transformations which

funny little story, similar in setting to The Picture of Dorian Gray, but far more optimistic. A delightful read. Oscar

went with their reintroduction to a changed world.

Wilde (1854-1900) was an Irish playwright, novelist, essayist, and poet, famous for ‘The Picture of Dorian Gray’

The Island of the Colour-blind Oliver Sacks 2011-06-16 'Sacks is rightly renowned for his empathy . . . anyone with
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a taste for the exotic will find this beautifully written book highly engaging' – Sunday Times Always fascinated

ranging from hallucination and imaginary friends to how imagination can make you happier and more productive,

by islands, Oliver Sacks is drawn to the Pacific by reports of the tiny atoll of Pingelap, with its isolated community

Jim Davies' Imagination will help us explore the full potential of our own mind.

of islanders born totally colour-blind; and to Guam, where he investigates a puzzling paralysis endemic there for a

Bob Wendorf 2015-11-24 A psychologist shares a variety of case studies from his decades-long

century. Along the way, he re-encounters the beautiful, primitive island cycad trees – and these become the

career working with troubled and mentally ill patients. Tales from the Couch is collection of actual case studies and

starting point for a meditation on time and evolution, disease and adaptation, and islands both real and metaphorical

a primer on psychopathology, as well as a captivating reflection on the human condition. Drawn from Dr. Bob

in The Island of the Colour-Blind.

Wendorf’s thirty-six-year career as a clinical psychologist, the book examines the lives of some of his most troubled

Imagination Jim Davies 2019-11-05 We don’t think of imagination the way that we should. The word is often only

patients, in accounts that will both educate and fascinate readers. Clinical syndromes are described and dramatized

associated with children, artists and daydreamers, but in reality, imagination is an integral part of almost every

by real-life case examples (altered only as necessary to protect patient confidentiality). Each of the sixteen chapters

action and decision that we make. Simply put, imagination is a person’s ability to create scenarios in his or her head:

focuses on a particular psychiatric diagnosis, including Multiple Personality Disorder, Asperger’s, and ADD. The

this can include everything from planning a grocery list, to honing a golf swing, to having religious hallucinations.

clinical picture and symptoms are described and explained, then brought to life by case examples taken from the

And while imagination has positive connotations, it can also lead to decreased productivity and cooperation, or

author’s practice. Dr. Wendorf presents the cases as a series of narratives—some dramatic, some humorous, most

worse, the continuous reliving of past trauma.The human brain is remarkable in its ability to imagine—it can

quite poignant. Along the way, the author offers his own reactions to the people and events described here and

imagine complex possible futures, fantasy worlds, or tasty meals. We can use our imaginations to make us relaxed

application to the general human condition as well. Tales from the Couch offers compelling stories of extraordinary

or anxious. We can imagine what the world might be, and construct elaborate plans. People have been fascinated

people, clinical conditions, and events—both in and out of the therapy hour—while providing insights into the

with the machination of the human brain and its ability to imagine for centuries. There are books on creativity,

nature of human beings, mental illness, and the psychotherapeutic enterprise.

dreams, memory, and the mind in general, but how exactly do we create those scenes in our head? With chapters

Tales from the Couch
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